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Note: Photography and illustrations in this brochure
may depict optional equipment. Equipment and
specifications shown in this brochure are subject
to change without notice. Consult with your
Kenworth dealer at time of ordering for standard
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and optional equipment.

Here’s a smart investment that pays big dividends
to anybody who spends a full day in a truck.

For any operation that requires a maximum of work and storage space, Kenworth’s Extended Day Cab can be a perfect choice.
Available on the T600, T800 and W900, this option is well suited for regional haul and vocational customers who would prefer a little
more room than most conventional cabs offer. The Extended Day Cab option adds six inches of length and five inches of height to a
standard Kenworth day cab. The bonus: A lot more head, leg and belly room; additional seat adjustment space; reclinable seating
for increased off-duty comfort; 2 plus cubic feet of additional storage; and a more productive, satisfied crew.
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KENWORTH TRUCK COMPANY
P.O. Box 1000
Kirkland, Washington 98083-1000
(425) 828-5000

CANADIAN KENWORTH COMPANY

Talk about versatility! With Kenworth’s new Extended
Day Cab conversion kit, owners of T600, T800 and W900
AeroCab sleepers can now quickly and easily convert
their vehicles into rugged day cabs for the resale market.

Driving in a day cab has never offered this much comfort: added room behind
the wheel and a full 21 degrees of reclinable seating. Plus, the crew gains
over two cubic feet of additional storage space with an easily accessible rear
wall storage unit – ideal for personal gear, safety equipment and recordkeeping
materials.

6711 Mississauga Road N.
Mississauga, Ontario L5N4J8
(905) 858-7000
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